
How to Offer 
Faster Shipping 
to Your 
Customers

Benefits and strategies for SMEs
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90% of consumers see 2-3 day shipping as the baseline delivery promise
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Increase sales

Meet market demand

Attract new customers
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�� Increase sales

1.1 Higher conversion rate:

Offering faster shipping options to customers can have a positive impact on conversion 
rates. It can also lead to positive reviews for your business. Studies indicate that 72% of 
customers satisfied with the delivery service will increase their purchase levels with the 
brand by 12%.

1.2 Take advantage of impulse purchases:

By offering faster shipping options, you can capitalise on the impulsive buying behaviour 
of customers. Studies show that longer delivery times might act as a barrier to online 
impulse buying by obstructing customers' immediate need for satisfaction.

z� Meet market demand

In the era of online shopping, customers have come to expect quick delivery times.

These were the findings of a 2022 study:

73.6% of online shoppers 

with 83.5% indicating

If you want your business to succeed in the long term, you have to meet your customers 
where they are. The demand for faster shipping is no longer an added value but an 
industry staple.

Ê� Attract new customers

Positive customer reviews resulting from speedy and efficient delivery can attract new 
customers and retain existing ones, showcasing your business's dedication to customer 
satisfaction.

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6804864
https://www.stowsafefulfilment.co.uk/delivery-speeds-what-do-customers-expect-in-2023?locale=en_gb%20https://www.meteorspace.com/2022/08/25/statistics-that-prove-how-your-delivery-speed-impacts-your-business/
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� Prioritise orders correctly

Process and package priority orders 
first to guarantee faster dispatch for 
customers who require expedited 
delivery services.

calendar Regular #105
calendar Regular #109

exclamation Priority #108

exclamation Priority #110

Track your order

flag-checkered

box 1050090 Track search

arrow-pointer

truck-fast

location-dot

check-circle

j Offer real-time tracking

This strategy does not affect the actual 
shipping time, but only the perceived delivery 
time. It does not make the delivery happen 
faster, but it manages customer 
expectations, increasing satisfaction.

� Speed up your order dispatch

There are many strategies you can use to achieve this, 
depending on your business model:

B2B - Schedule deliveries in advance and use data analysis 
to monitor and predict demand.

B2C - Optimise your packing and sorting processes to get 
customer orders ready for shipping promptly after purchase.

cube Per order square

calendar-week Weekly square

calendar-range Biweekly square

calendar-days Monthly check-square

truck calendartruck-fast

Choose

Shipping
OPT ION   Offer expedited shipping options

Studies have shown that customers will pay extra 
for the possibility of getting their items faster. Make 
sure you satisfy those users by giving them the 
express option they want.
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150M+
on-the-spot quotes 

100+
logistics partners

30K+
shipments per month

How does Eurosender work? 

hand-pointer
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https://www.eurosender.com/en/how-it-works

